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I am a master math student at IME (Instituto de Matemática e Estatística) of
University of São Paulo under supervision of Professor Artur Hideyuki Tomita.
My interest lies in general and set-theoretic topology, particularly the unexpected
behavior of topological spaces enriched with an algebraic structure when we con-
sider ZFC with additional assumptions, v.g. CH or ¬CH, diUerent forms ofMA
(Martin Axiom), likeMAcountable,MAσ−centered or even the total failure ofMA.
Moreover, I am interested to study topological objects whose existence is inde-
pendent from ZFC, results that are frequently proved using forcing and tech-
niques which involve elementary substructures.

Currently, I am writing my master dissertation on existence of countably
compact topological groups without non trivial convergent sequences using CH
[Tka90],MA [vD80], selective ultraVlters [GFTW04, GT07] and forcing [KTW00,
Tom03]; the construction of those groups allows to solve problems that appar-
ently are not connected to their existence, such as the Wallace problem [RS96,
Tom96], the non productivity of countably compactness in topological groups
[vD80, Tom05a, Tom05b] and some questions related to independent group topolo-
gies [TY02].
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